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Banyan Medical Systems Sponsors Interventional Cardiology Symposium in Maui, HI
Maui, HI (July 2015) Banyan Medical Systems will be sponsoring the second annual Geoffrey O. Hartzler,
MD Interventional Cardiology Symposium: Principles & Perspectives – State of the Art July 13-15 at the
Sheraton Maui.
The symposium’s intended audience includes interventional as well as non-invasive cardiologists,
cardiovascular and vascular surgeons, laboratory technicians and allied healthcare professionals. Worldrenowned physicians will be featured, focusing on the main concerns of practicing interventional
cardiologists; specifically, case presentation and practical solutions to complications and difficult patient,
lesion and clinical subsets.
Two of the symposium’s directors, J Aaron Grantham and Barry D. Rutherford, are physicians at Saint
Luke’s Mid America Heart Institute in Kansas City, MO. Banyan is a proud partner of Saint Luke’s, and
has installed their Corridor* solution in 4 Cath labs, 2 EP Labs and multiple conference rooms within the
facility.
About
Banyan Medical Systems, Inc. located in Omaha, NE, is a leading-edge medical software development
and integration company dedicated to creating solutions that transform healthcare professionals’ ability
to access and interact with patient information. Banyan’s products are designed to leverage current
technology investments and improve efficiencies through a scalable and flexible, dashboard-like solution
that provides physicians and other medical professionals’ ubiquitous access to pertinent medical
applications needed for a comprehensive patient view.
*Corridor - Banyan’s software-based integration product, Corridor, transforms the way staff delivers
care by integrating multiple sources of information into one user-friendly interface; providing physicians
and staff seamless access and interaction with data sources. This functionality enables Corridor to
surpass competitors by its unprecedented access, collaboration, and coordination capabilities. The
flexibility inherent in Corridor can prevent hospitals from future costly upgrades that other hardwarebased solutions would require, protecting Banyan’s clients’ investments over the long term.
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